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Roam, engage and transact, 
anywhere in-store

ABT mPOS
Mobile Point of Sale

for iOS™ & Android™
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Integrate mPOS with 
Pronto Xi 

Better in store 
experience, more 
margin protection 

mPos is one of the ABT mobile solutions designed specifically for the 
retail sector. It is secure, efficient and cost effective to any retail 
business and will fully integrate with your ERP system.

With total integration into your ERP system, your sales staff will have 
the freedom to roam, engage customers, and process transactions on 
the spot.

The extensive functionality of ABT mPOS for Android goes a long way 
to combat ‘showrooming’ where customers examine products in-store 
whilst simultaneously browsing on their mobiles to compare prices 
online.

An easy to use app that allows you to track sales, inventory, customer 
demands, customer trends, discounts, and report on these accurately, 
all in one simple app space that you can access from the office or your 
home.



Transfer your retail store 
with ABT mPOS
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Process transactions on the spot
EFT/POS  | Cash  |  Account

transactions  |  Refunds  |
Promotions and discounts 

More payment options
Certified for multiple transaction

methods  |  Reduce the risk of 
transaction errors

Better management
Rep Code tracking, sales 

management  |  Inherits pricing and 
customer rules

Real time synchronisation 
No delay between transaction 

and reporting across all devices (phone, 
desktop, tablet) 

Marketing smarter
Perform kitting and bundles | 

Records mobile phone numbers

Useful tools
Add order or line level notes  |  View, 
print, email and reprint sales dockets 

Developed and 
supported by ABT group
•  Superior business application software 
    developed by ABT group
•   Fully customisable systems that grow with 
    your business
•  ABT group 24/7 helpdesk support to
   ensure your system stability and reliability

B2B enabled out-of-the-box!
Fully inherits account information： 
Pricing |  Discounts |  Availability | 

Credit | Delivery 

Improve sales efficiency 
Perform stock, price and quantity

enquiries | Accurate inventory tracking

Transfer your retail operation into a more efficient and effective digital 
world and equip all employees with unique mobile tools to deliver 
outstanding service and sales performance using a fully mobile, 
flexible and secure ABT mPOS.



For more information, please contact: 
Applied Business Technology, 
Level 1, 37 Epping Rd, Macquarie Park, NSW 2113

P: +61 2 9878 7111 F: +61 2 9888 2720 
info@abtgroup.com.au
www.abtgroup.com.au

Next Steps
Like to find out more? 

Call ABT Group on 02 9878 7111 or 
e-mail to info@abtgroup.com.au.

Enhance the Capabilities of 
Your Pronto Xi System！
ABT Group has decades of experience in supplying robust, feature rich Pronto Xi to Australian businesses of all 
sizes. Using years of experience implementing, maintaining, and customising, ABT has developed add-ons for 
Pronto Xi offer easy-to-use functionality to provide you with a good alternative to attain additional functionalities 
necessary to run your business.

TESA mManifest Web Helpdesk
Manage and approve 

your team’s 
time-sheets and 

expenses with ease

Check your 
business orders in 

your hand

Efficient, interactive 
and responsive service 

calls mangement 
system 

mStocktake
With this powerful and 
cost effective app, you 

can scan barcodes, 
monitor and manage 
inventory 24/7, from 

anywhere.


